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hard,M and in case after case he pulls an institution and individuals,

or a movement, across the line, and thus turns that which was an ±1 instrument

for God's work into an instrument for 1anxturdi advancement of Satan's causes.
his own

We have seen this happen in the case of seminary after seminary,

denomination after denomination. However, Satan does not always succeed

in doing this. kr There are many cases where he fails, or where he tries

it for only a certain length of time, until those who are struggling to

resist him pull so hard in the other direction that he uses an entirely

different method. The Scripture says in one place that Satan goes as a

roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour, but in other places it speaks

of the subtle wiles of Satan who comes disguised as an angel of light.
the pulling of

This aspect I sometimes think of u under the example of/the tug-of-war.

He pulls and pulls, and we pull and pull and pull in t the opposite

i1t.0 direction. Then suddenly he lets go of the rope. We topple over

backward. We take right principles, or right objectives, and we carry them

to x a wrong extreme. We take one doctrine, one aspect, one purpose, and

magnify it out of proportion to others. Thus Satan destroys our testimony

to the Lord and sometimes does more harm to the work of Christ in this way

than in the other way.

As I stood at Jamestown and thought of those old pioneers as they began

a difficult and tedious effort to build a new nation, and thought of

the wonderful f results that have come later, I wondered. Is our nation

holding true to its original purposes? Is God supreme in the life lives

of our people? Do we really deserve His favor? Oh, I pray that PS° will

succeed in t sending out many men who will go thorughout the world,

preaching the unsearchable riches of Christ and turning many from darkness

to light. God has blessed our efforts. 4,Thfur graduates are now
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